The modification of the ribofuranose in nucleic acids is a widespread method of manipulating the activity of nucleic acids. These alterations, however, impact the local conformation and chemical reactivity of the sugar. Changes in the conformation and dynamics of the sugar moiety alter the local and potentially global structure and plasticity of nucleic acids, which in turn contributes to recognition, binding of ligands and enzymatic activity of proteins. This review article introduces the conformational properties of the (deoxy)ribofuranose ring and then explores sugar modifications and how they impact local and global structure and dynamics in nucleic acids.
Introduction
Nucleic acids contain the genetic information for life. While the primary information is encoded in the sequence of the nucleobases, the global and local conformation, accessibility and structural plasticity contribute to recognition by proteins and drugs. Controlling the readout of the genetic information has tremendous implications for combatting a multitude of diseases. Thus, nucleic acids based technologies for therapeutics and nanotechnologies have garnered much interest. These technologies, enabled by the ease of oligonucleotides synthesis, include plasmid-based gene therapies, antisense, short interfering RNA (siRNA), short hairpin RNA (shRNA), aptamers and other nucleic acid based therapeutics [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . However, natural DNA or RNA itself is not suitable because of degradation, low binding affinities and poor cellular uptake. The introduction of chemically modified oligonucleotides overcome some of these limitations and introduces unique properties. Thus, many chemical modifications have been made to bases, the ribose sugar and the sugarphosphodiester backbone to improve their properties for different applications.
Here we focus on the effect of ribofuranose modifications that change the local sugar conformation ( Figure 1 ). The conformation and dynamics of the sugar moiety affect the local and potentially global structure and plasticity of nucleic acids, which contributes to recognition, binding of ligands and enzymatic activity of proteins. Through both endogenous and exogenous events, the (deoxy) ribose sugars are subjected to many modifications that alter structure and stability. Understanding the consequences of such structural perturbations are crucial in the design of DNA/RNA targeting drugs. 2′-Modifications, for example, often improve nuclease resistance, whereas the introduction of a methylene bridge in locked nucleic acids (LNA) greatly increases thermal stability.
This review article is separated into three parts, the first section introduces the conformational properties of the (deoxy)ribofuranose ring, while the remaining sections each describe modifications and effects to the cyclic sugar atoms: the 4′-O cyclic oxygen and the C1′-C4′ atoms. Base modifications and modifications that replace the furanose are covered in other reviews [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Ribose conformation: description, determination, dynamics and effect on local and global geometry
The ribofuranose sugar consists of a pentose ring (C1′, C2′, C3′, C4′, and O4′) and an exocyclic CH 2 OH group (C5′) (Figure 1 ). The nucleobase is attached at the anomeric C1′ carbon which is canonically found in the β configuration positioning the base on the endo face. The C5′ oxygen and the C3′ oxygen are linked by phosphodiester bonds orienting the plane of the sugar parallel to the nucleic acid backbone. In a double helix, the sugar substituents are therefore located either on the backbone (i.e. the 3′, 4′, and 5′/5″ substituents), in the major groove (2′), or in the minor groove (1′). The placement of the 2″ substituent is dependent on conformational changes in the sugar which differ for DNA and RNA (vide infra).
The ribofuranose ring is not flat but is puckered ( Figure 2 ). The overall conformation of the pucker is defined by five endocyclic torsion angles. These angles are conveniently combined to yield the characteristic pseudorotation angle (P) where all sugar conformational states can be identified by a unique P-value. The sugar ring is further defined by the amplitude of the pucker (θ M ) [11] (Figure 2 ). In nucleic acid duplexes, steric forces and electronegative characteristics of the sugar substituents result in two predominate conformations: C2′-endo (a P of 144 to 180° also known as south or S) and C3′-endo (a P of 0 to 36° also known as north or N). The sugar moieties for RNA and DNA differ by only one atom: the 2″ functional group: a hydroxyl (-OH) for RNA and a hydrogen atom (-H) for DNA. This subtle difference has a profound impact on the sugar conformation. Steric hindrance and electrostatic interactions between the 3′ oxygen and the 2″ hydroxyl group of the RNA drive the conformation to an N pucker whereas in DNA, the S conformation is favored with the 2″ hydrogen. In RNA, the N conformation places the 2″ hydroxyl in the minor groove; for DNA, the placement of the 2″ -H is dependent on variations in P and θ M .
The sugar pucker is not static but exists in a dynamic equilibrium between the S and N states, often characterized as a fraction of the S conformation (f s ). The populations, energetics and timescale of interconversion between the S and N states have profound impacts on the local and global duplex conformation and protein recognition. Several NMR techniques exist that can give insight into the f S of the sugar pucker equilibrium as well as the pseudorotation (P) and amplitude (θ M ) of the dominate form. The most widespread method is through the analysis of 3-bond scalar couplings ( Figure 2 Pseudorotation wheel, adopted from Altona and Sundaralingam [11] . The faces of the sugar ring are defined as endo on the C5′ side and exo on the C3′ oxygen side of the sugar ring. Examples of amplitude changes are characterized on the C3′-endo and C2′-endo pucker examples. N ranges from 0 to 36 degrees and S ranges from 144 to 180 degrees [11] . Sugar torsion angles, P, and ϴm are defined as: 
The energetic barrier between the S and N states is determined by the ratio of the populations and is relatively temperature independent ( Table 1 ). The f S is highly dependent on the nucleobase sequence and sugar ring substituents [27, 28] . The rate of sugar conformation interconversion occurs on the ps to ns time frame [29, 30] . 13 C NMR combined with molecular dynamics simulations have been used to probe the timescale of A-track DNA sugar puckering dynamics via the evaluation of longitudinal and transverse relaxation rates (T 1 and T 2 , respectively) of C1′ [30] . Aside from this method, the primary methods for exploring the timescale are via computational approaches. Our lab has used NMR and molecular dynamics simulations to determine the sugar conformation and assess the dynamics of S/N interconversion. Pseudorotation analysis of a single riboguanosine in a DNA duplex, probed by free molecular dynamics simulations revealed that the presence of a single hydroxyl group rigidifies the ribose sugar, inducing a conformation switch from S to N and changes the sugar dynamics from a ps to ns timescale, Figure 4 (Germann laboratory, unpublished data).
Sugar puckering also has a profound impact on the global duplex conformation due to the C3′-C4′-C5′ backbone connectivity. The S sugar pucker places the C5′ and C3′ atoms far apart from one another allowing for well-spaced phosphorus atoms and the canonical B-type global helical conformation found in DNA. In contrast, the N sugar pucker of RNA brings the C3′ and C5′ atoms closer together yielding a closer spacing of the phosphorus atoms and results in the more compact A-type global helical conformation. (P n to P n+1 distances are ~5.8 and ~7 Å, respectively for canonical A-type and B-type double helical nucleic acids) [31] . The sugar conformation and interconversion impacts several helical parameters as well as the conformational sampling of backbone geometries [27, 32] . Among others, the ε and ζ torsion angles (ε = C4′-C3′-O3′-P and ζ = C3′-O3′-P-O5′), which define the B I and B II backbone conformational states, have been found to be somewhat linked to sugar pucker changes. B I and B II characterize the overall backbone geometry of the double helix where B I is defined as ε in a trans configuration and ζ in a gauche -configuration and B II with ε in gauche -and ζ in trans configurations. More importantly, however, the B I and B II torsion angle populations and dynamic interconversion are major determinants of the intrinsic flexibility and arrangement of the backbone and are thus crucial factors in protein recognition and binding [33, 34] .
Chemical modifications of the ribofuranose are expected to change the local sugar conformation and dynamics, which impacts recognition and stability and can be used to modulate specific interactions and properties of oligonucleotides. Common modifications which affect the sugar ring are discussed in the following sections.
Furanose ring: 4′-O to sulfur or selenium
The oxygen of the furanose ring can be replaced with sulfur and selenium to yield 4′-thio and 4′-selenonucleotides. The sulfur analog is significantly more lipophilic than the natural counterpart [35, 36] . These modifications impart unique properties making them attractive candidates for PCR, RNA aptamer post-modification and siRNA, antisense technology and assisting in phasing X-ray crystallographic data [35, [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] .
Free nucleosides with either of these modifications exhibit a southern sugar conformation, however, duplexes containing singly or uniformly modified residues exhibit northern characteristics. Depending on the extent of the modification, (i.e. single or isolated, stretches of modifications, or uniformly modified duplexes or hybrids with 4′-thionucleotides (4′-thioRNA) or 2′-deoxy-4′-thionucleotides (4′-thioDNA) in duplexes) 4′-thiolnucleotides impart stabilizing or destabilizing effects and varying nuclease resistance. For example, a Dickerson-Dodecamer duplex containing two consecutive 4′-thioDNA thymine residues (per strand) is globally still in a B-form but exhibits local conformational changes primarily 5′ of the modifications on each strand. This includes a shift in pseudorotation angle, P, to ~200° (towards C3′-exo) as compared to the analogous thymine control residues (116°, C1′-exo), coupled with minor changes in The left column represents the temperature in °C; the right three columns are the calculated ΔG (kcal/mol) between the N and S conformations for the population distributions indicated on the first row of the table. (ΔG = − RT × lnK, where K is defined as the ratio of S to N).
backbone torsion angles and changes in helical rise, twist and groove dimensions [42] .
Further studies with isolated 4′-thioDNA nucleotides in DNA duplexes (one to two per strand in self-complementary duplexes), similarly found that the global structure remained B-form from CD analysis. However, depending on sequence environment, isolated 4′-thioDNA residues either decrease or increase the thermal stability (ΔT m = −5 to +3°C), with varied endonuclease resistance [43] . Uniformly modified 4′-thioDNA oligonucleotides result in A-form DNA, with most sugars in C3′-endo conformations. The full conformation switch (B→A-form), observed by NMR is believed to be due to difference in hydrophobicity of sulfur, which compared to oxygen, disrupts the hydration spine, providing a dehydrating environment. This conformational switch was further supported by preferential binding of RNA groove binding drugs rather than DNA groove binders, nuclease resistance and preferential hybridization to RNA strands [44, 45] . The 4′-thioRNA modified hybrids and duplexes retain global A-form characteristics, due to the 2′ hydroxyl, while contributing thermal stability of up to 2.5°C/base pair and contribute nuclease resistance to RNA duplexes [39] . To our knowledge, no structural data exists to confirm the sugar conformation of a partially or fully modified 4′-selenonucleotide (4′-SeRNA) or 2′-deoxy-4′-selenonucleotide (4′-SeDNA). However, evidence exists that isolated 4′-SeRNA modifications in RNA and DNA behave like ribonucleotides, based on CD and thermal melting studies [35] .
Furanose ring C1′ modifications: abasic, α anomeric residues
An extreme C1′ modification is the removal of the nucleobase (Figure 3 ). This extensive change affects the conformational properties of the remaining sugar and impacts surrounding residues. Abasic sites are a common form of DNA damage resulting from spontaneous or enzyme induced cleavage of the glycosidic bond [46] [47] [48] . This lesion is toxic to cells and is further processed and repaired by the base excision repair pathway. Abasic sites are chemically intrinsically labile; they mainly exist as a mixture of α/β hemiacetals with a small amount (<1%) of ring opened aldehyde hydrate [49, 50] . The aldehyde form may lead to a DNA strand break; earlier work therefore often used the more stable tetrahydrofuran (THF) analog (Figure 3 ) to study the effect of abasic sites [51] [52] [53] [54] . In MD simulations of DNA duplexes with a THF analog, the abasic sugar analog exhibited a broad range of conformations centered around the northern pucker, suggesting significant conformational flexibility, due to the absence of base pairing and stacking interactions [53] . A more recent NMR study on two DNA duplexes containing a single THF analog on each strand, offset by one nucleotide, found that of the four THF abasic analog sites in these two duplexes, three were predominantly in a southern conformation and one exhibited a northern pucker, indicating position/sequence dependence [54] . Chen et al. [55] have used uracil glycosylase to create an abasic site in situ in a DNA duplex . The resulting hemiacetal rings had a 60:40 ratio of α to β anomers with N-and S-type conformations, respectively. THF is a convenient and stable abasic analog, however, in contrast to an actual abasic site, it is missing a hydroxyl group, which exists in an α/β orientation.
Inversion of the stereochemistry at the C1′ position results in α anomeric nucleosides (Figure 3) . The sugar conformation of the nucleosides (αA, αC, αG & αT) are all reported to be in the southern range (P, 155°-174°) with a reduced puckering amplitude [56] . α anomeric DNA lesions may arise in DNA via the abstraction of the anomeric hydrogen by a hydroxyl radical under anoxic condition [57] . In 1973, Sequin predicted that an α anomeric DNA oligomer forms a duplex with a complementary β-or α-strand by Watson-Crick base pairing and the two strands should exhibit parallel and antiparallel polarity, respectively [58] . This was subsequently experimentally demonstrated by Imbachs group for α/β DNA, α/α DNA double helices [59, 60] . In the antiparallel α/α and parallel α/β DNA duplexes, the sugar puckering of the α anomeric sugars are reported as C3′-exo (S-type) with a reduced puckering amplitude [61, 62] . Embedding a single α anomeric nucleotide in an oligonucleotide duplexes with a DNA complement revealed a reversed Watson-Crick base pair orientation and a high S sugar conformation [63, 64] . Our laboratory has also investigated single α anomeric residues that are embedded via 3′3′ and 5′5′ linkages in otherwise natural oligonucleotides. In these constructs, the α anomeric residue (αA, αC, αG, αT) forms a WatsonCrick base pair with a complementary DNA or RNA strand in a local parallel stranded orientation [65, 66] . The sugar conformation of the α anomeric sugars are in the high S range (P, 200-225, C3′-exo) with reduced puckering amplitude similar to the free nucleosides [67] . Dynamics simulations further supported the high preference for a C3′-exo conformational preference and indicated that compared to surrounding β anomeric sugars α anomeric sugars are rigid and less dynamic [68] .
Furanose ring C2′ modifications: H to -OH, -OCH 3 , -F, -SeCH 3 , LNA
A key distinction between DNA and RNA is the presence of a single hydroxyl group in place of a hydrogen atom at the C2′ position in the sugar ring. A fully modified duplex, i.e. RNA, has sugars adopting rigid C3′-endo sugar puckers, resulting in an A-form helix. However, depending on the number of modifications and the flanking nucleotides, different conformational shifts have been reported. Typically, DNA/RNA hybrids display features of both A-and B-forms, but are overall more like A-form duplexes, with sugars of the RNA strand primarily in C3′-endo puckers, while the DNA strand of the hybrid exhibits more plasticity, with flexible sugars in C2′-endo conformations. Ribonucleotides present in DNA represent the most common non-standard nucleotide and outnumber any other form Unrestrained MD simulations were run in Amber 14 with the parmBSC0 forcefield with ε/ζ reparameterizations [72, 73] . An average south conformation is denoted by a solid line, and an average north is represented by a dashed line.
of DNA damage [69] . Single or isolated ribonucleotides introduced into genomic DNA either through endogenous cellular processes or through environmental factors leave the DNA in an overall B-form structure, in contrast to stretches of ribonucleotides like in DNA/RNA hybrids or chimeric oligonucleotides [70] . However, the presence of a single ribonucleotide in a DNA duplex affects the local sugar conformations asymmetrically and in a sequence dependent manner, as determined by NMR [71] . The incorporated ribonucleotide exists in 40%-60% f S conformations, which is modulated by the neighboring residues, and also has subtle effects on backbone torsion angles. Computational methods confirm the sequence dependent effect on the sugar conformational repertoire of a single riboguanosine observed by NMR and further reveal a change in the dynamics from a ps to ns timescale ( Figure 4) . Other modifications at the C2′ position, such as 2′-O-alkyl, enhance nuclease resistance of RNA and for example, increase the siRNA half-life and therapeutic potential in cells and animals while retaining comparable activities relative to unmodified siRNAs [74, 75] . 2′-Position modified analogs are also attractive antisense therapy lead molecules in part due to the removal of the 2′-hydroxyl group which renders the RNA vulnerable to strand cleavage by bases and enzymes [76] . The introduction of 2′-methoxy modifications in DNA shift sugar conformations to C3′-endo. Additional stabilizing forces for methoxy RNA/RNA duplexes may arise from base stacking and hydrophobic interactions of methoxy groups in the minor groove [77] .
C2′ fluorine substituents have the added benefit of being readily monitored by NMR. Depending on the attachment at C2′, fluorine switches the sugar pucker due to its electronegativity; the polarity of this substitution determines the sugar conformation rather than its size, as it is similar to hydrogen [78] . Nucleosides with single fluorine substitutions at the 2′ carbon position in the ribo configuration favor C3′-endo conformations and the ara residues prefer C2′-endo ( Figure 5 ) [79] . In both cases, the absence of the 2′-hydroxyl group results in increased chemical stability and nuclease resistance. Oligonucleotides with fluorines in either the ribo (with northern conformations) or ara position (which exhibits more eastern conformation) have higher affinity for RNA compared to unmodified DNA or RNA oligonucleotides [80, 81] . Duplexes of uniformly modified 2′-fluorinated (ribo) oligonucleotides hybridized to RNA strands are not RNase H substrates while the ara analogs retain RNase H activity [81, 82] . These traits, together with low nonspecific binding to cellular proteins, render them effective in antisense, gene silencing and gene expression applications [83, 84] . Chimeric siRNA duplexes containing mixtures of both ribo and ara fluorinated variants have been shown to effectively silence genes [81] . As anticipated from the bias in sugar puckering, partially modified B-form DNA duplexes with 2′-fluoro ribo substituents have destabilizing effects while the ara modifications have stabilizing effects of +2°C/modification [85, 86] .
2′-Se-methyl modifications are chemically stable and assist in the phase determination in X-ray crystallography. In addition, for RNA-and A-form DNA duplexes this modification also may facilitate crystallization. In these crystalized duplexes, the modified sugar maintains a C3′-endo sugar conformation [87] [88] [89] . However, others have also noted failed crystallization attempts with Semodified DNA [76] . In contrast to -OH or -F modifications, the S conformation is preferred for -Se-CH 3 by 84% in a nucleoside, suggesting that a B helical structure should be compatible and even stabilized by this modification [90] . Nevertheless, if placed in a DNA duplex, this modification profoundly destabilizes B form DNA in solution and results in the formation of multiple species (duplex and hairpin structures). Molecular modeling, augmented by NMR, fluorescence and melting studies, indicate that steric clashes of the 2′-Se-CH 3 moiety with the phosphodiester backbone and the nucleobase effectively destabilizes a B helix [90] . In an A form duplex, that group is comfortably nestled in the minor groove and may aid dehydration to promote A helix formation and crystallization ( Figure 6 ).
The sugar moiety can also be 'locked' into a specific conformation via a covalent bridge. Commonly, locked nucleic acids (LNA) typically refer to the RNA mimics, where the ribose 2′-oxygen atom is connected to the 4′-carbon by a methylene bridge, but variants including 2′-sulfur or amine groups (thio-LNA, amino-LNA) have also been reported [91, 92] . Traditional locked nucleic acids are either the β-D-ribo LNA (commonly referred to as LNA) or the less common α-L-ribo LNA conformer ( Figure 7) . The α-L-ribo LNA results in a C2′-endo conformation, stabilizing B-form duplexes, making this modification useful in triplex-forming oligonucleotides and other studies where B-form DNA is required [93, 94] . Alternatively, the β-D-ribo LNA (LNA) isomer imparts rigidity and stability to the oligonucleotide; the ribose sugar is fixed in a C3′-endo conformation and thermal stability increases up to several degrees per LNA residue [95] . In addition, LNA also provides good mismatch discrimination, low toxicity and nuclease stability. Studies have investigated fully modified LNA and LNA 'mixmers' with LNA and DNA residues in different combinations [96] . In diagnostics and therapeutics LNA uses include detection of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) with PCR and antisense approaches [96] [97] [98] . A limitation of the use of LNA is the lack of certain commercially available phosphoramidites: there currently are no uracil or cytosine phosphoramidites [96] . Thymine and 5-methylcytosine are available.
Summary and outlook
We focused on modifications to the furanose sugar moiety, however alterations to the bases and backbone can modulate the sugar conformation and impact lipophilicity, nuclease resistance and DNA/RNA binding affinity. For example, unusual linkages such as 3′,3′ and 5′,5′ linkages investigated in our laboratories affect the distribution and dynamics of sugar puckering [56, 68, 99] . Modifications on the non-linking phosphate oxygen atoms, such as boranophosphonate, phosphorothioate, phosphorodithioates and methylphosphonates have been used as potential gene regulators for antisense technologies. These modifications can induce local sugar conformation switches, depending on the stereochemistry of the modifications [100] [101] [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] [107] . The sugar conformation depends on substituents that alter hydrophobicity affecting hydration or by introducing electronegative and/or bulky modifications at the 2′-position. Furthermore, the sequence environment (Figure 4) , as well as damaged bases affect the sugar pucker and dynamics [108] . 8-OxoG, for example, one of the most detrimental DNA lesions, alters the local structural conformation of the sugar and backbone, promoting B I to B II changes and affects protein recognition and binding [108] . Even minor base damage can result in subtle changes in the sugar conformation ratio and dynamics, contributing to the recognition by the repair machinery. Uracil and thymine differ by only one functional group, yet this small difference yields slightly different nucleotide dynamics and conformational equilibria [109] . Whether through intentional and designed chemical alterations or through processes that damage DNA, modifications on the DNA sugar can result in subtle to dramatic effects on the structure and properties of the molecule. A large body of experimental data augmented with molecular simulations has provided a detailed understanding of the consequences of sugar modifications both in nucleoside and in double helical structures. The fraction and rate of S/N interconversion has remarkable impact on the local conformation and stability of the DNA structure, protein recognition and enzyme function. This insight can be exploited to readily select desired sugar conformations and dynamics to modulate substrate affinity and stability for different biotechnological applications. The ease of chemical synthesis of oligonucleotides, and the commercial availability of many modified phosphoramidites, has resulted in an astounding number of publications in recent decades on DNA-based therapeutics.
